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IGCSE

Dear 2018.
Help me be more patient
I will now go out
And fight to be free
Fight for what’s left
For what has never been
seen
And just like a worm
Slowly crawling outside
I will make my way out
To the “rise” and
“shine”
And if I fail
I have nothing to lose
I’ve spent my time
In good use
I will not be gone
My dear “18”
The “new” is now
And I shall be freed
So I wish this
For the worms to go out
For the flowers to bloom
For the caves to light out
George Hadjipavlou
IGCSE 2- 1st prize

Dear 2018.
….Perhaps I need something temporary to drown the
feeling of “I am not good enough”. I need to be praised, I
need compliments, positive comments, I need others to be
impressed by me, I need to mask my mediocrity, need
excuses, reasons, defenses, justifications, so I can feel like
someone. You see, maybe that’s who I am. An individual
searching for self-recognition. Dear 2018, this letter has
totally deviated from my initial plan. I wasn’t supposed to
write any of this. In fact, this is actually my 4th attempt,
writing this letter; definitely not what I expected. But
that’s ok. People often call me random and unexpected. I
take that as a compliment. Well, allow me to clarify my
goal, the only one I have for this year. I wish to find
myself-esteem inside of me. I wish to be patient into
rebuilding it into its genuine, authentic, and sincere
form. It’s not too late, not this time.
All I have for the moment is a song to pass the
time,
A beautiful melody
To keep me from worrying.
It’s some simple progression
To keep my fingers busy.
And words that are sure to come back to me.
And they will be laughing.
My mediocrity,
Ha ha ha ha
My mediocrity
Elinor Onc IGCSE 2- 1st prize

Dear 2018,
It’s been a while that I’ve been thinking of you. Everyone’s waiting for you. I don’t
know if it is for the new memories or for the presents Santa will give the children
when you come, but whatever the reason is, I’m sure it’s not the same with mine.
I’ve been thinking that now that you are coming, I’ll have the chance to make a
new start and work a bit more with myself, to become more patient.
Many people think patience is just the ability of waiting for something, but I
believe it’s much more than that. Patience is the ability to keep silent and smile
giving people chances when you want to scream and run away. This is patience,
and when you come I’ll have to work on that, because this past year, I clearly
forgot what it means.
It’s been a really hard year for me, but I’m sure many people around the
world have faced much worse things than I did. As I was thinking that people
around the world don’t have food or something to drink, I kept telling myself
“You’re very lucky!” This kept me really patient in cases that I wanted to scream.
I also practiced the art of silence, it was really difficult though, but what else
could I do when I heard so many lies about stupid things along the year? I think it
is worth it. Having the satisfaction of knowing the truth than trying to convince
others about it.
On the other hand, there have been some bad moments where I faced
reality in the worst way. I forgot to keep calm. I became rude, cruel and this
really changed me. Maybe it was for the best, but now that I go back and recall
the screams and the words that came out of my mouth I don’t regret it but I wish
I was more patient. Sometimes, solving your problems alone can really set you on
a better way than getting the opinion of others and that’s what I’m going to do
when you arrive.
In fact, I can’t wait to see you. I can taste you from now, I think your arrival
will be more satisfying to me than to others. Every new year that is about to enter
the door, makes me think of what I’ve done wrong so far. This time however, it is
different. Dear 2018, I think you’ll change my life!
See you soon, Kyriaki Kyriakou GCE

Dear 2018,
With your arrival, I have already set a specific goal which is the reason I decided
to write to you today. You see, throughout 2017, I wasn't exactly the most patient
person to be around and one could push my ‘buttons’ very easily. But what really
is patience? Well, when I think of it really hard, patience is standing up to
something without taking it too far or harming another person. It can also be a
step back from certain situations where my mind is telling me to get involved.
Over the years I have come to notice that patience is indeed important but,
unfortunately, it's something I don't possess. With that said, my goal for as long as
you last, is to not only be able to withstand certain behaviours, but to know when
I should speak up or step back.
I'm not gonna lie to you my dear friend, I haven't always been impatient and in
truth, this year I've managed to be patient quite a lot of times. In fact, I was able
to cope with the behaviour and actions of people who in the past, would trigger
me to definitely harm my lungs while shouting at them. I was able to push away
the mist that clouded my mind and made me impatient and see things more
clearly in various arguments while also speaking and keeping in mind that my
sayings never intended to harm another person. As far as I have noticed in the
past, there were numerous occasions where I would spin out of control and take
out my rage on a person simply because I disagreed strongly with them. But now
it's different. I managed to not only listen to the other person but get in their
shoes and see things from their point of view, something that actually made me
quite proud of myself.
But patience, just like life, isn't a walk in the park; I have slipped too many times
and said things that hurt a lot of people. When it comes to patience, my limits are
quite low, and my rage gets triggered easily and I spin out of control. I really do
try to stay calm and not just act out but… I can’t. Sometimes my brain just seems
to drag itself down a negative path, a path which combined with all of my other
troubles, drags me down. Having a person standing in front of you and talking
nonsense doesn't quite get along with my personal instincts and I just flip out! I
know that some people say that I should count under my breath or channel my
negative ideas through exhaling, but I simply cannot! I have tried not to think
about the future whilst in the middle of an argument and just be present in the
actual moment, but it just didn't work out so well.

Yet, I noticed slight improvements when it comes to my patience, baby steps
as of now, but that was still something. I was able to control the tone of my
voice in arguments and not shout like a maniac, which is what I used to do in
the past.
These were very small steps indeed but there is always room of improvement,
right? And besides with you coming up soon, I have three hundred and sixtyfive days more to figure that out, don't I? It will be hard, but the toughest of
roads always lead to the happiest of destinations, right?
Well that's all as of now 2018! I'm really looking forward to you coming to
pay your long visit to us. I'm not gonna say the basic "please be good" and
stuff but I'm just going to say that I trust you to bring the right choices my
way. See you soon!
Stefanos Francis, SWB2 1st prize
…Well, luckily people have tried
different things to help improve
patience within us, and I’ve noticed
a few things that help in my case.
Listening to my favourite songs
helps
a lot. Filling my mind with positive
messages that my favourite artists
put out there for people like me,
help for sure. Being organized is a
big plus, because having a schedule
for every daily activity helps me
keep track of myself and my goals.
Anthony Gregoriou IGCSE 42nd prize

Thank you for making this year
one of the toughest years of my
life, and thank you for teaching
me more about myself than I
ever thought I would learn
….
Well I am writing to you to
express my feelings. My
feelings when I have nobody,
my feelings when I want to quit
from everything. Please be
good to me, to my friends and
to my family. This year, my new
goals are practice self-love
more and have less hatred
about things I cannot control. I
have set my goals for 2018, but
I want to learn to push myself
into its limits. 2018 please help
me to accept my failures, to
move on and work harder,
smarter and faster…..
You’ve got to believe in yourself.
You’ve got to believe in God,
know that He is going to guide
you get through it.
Alexandros Mountis- 2nd prize

…Please help me become calmer. I
could use different methods of getting
calmer such as counting mentally to
avoid violent burst outs, and
visualizing my calm place in the
middle of a forest chilling under a tree
with puppies, eating fruits and
listening to music. Please help me
achieve this goal.
Stavros Efthimiou IGCSE 1-2nd prize

2017 helped me a lot to understand that
looking at things from a different
perspective is of vital importance if I
want to keep up with my goals!! A few
steps at a time will lead to a great
destination but I’m asking you to help me
move on to the next level. I’m not saying
that my patience level is zero, I’m pretty
patient with a few things such as my little
sister, who may be crying all day but her
smile decorates my heart with hundreds
of joyful tears and that’s when patience
starts controlling me!!

Here we go again! A new year is
coming! Every year we set many goals
for ourselves but this year I am going
to set myself one and only goal,
PATIENCE! My goal for being patient
and understanding is to be patient
with myself, my family and my friends,
but most importantly with my life
because patience affects us in
everything we do, including work and
school.
Christos Zambas IGCSE 3-3rd prize

Zacharias Manoli IGCSE 3-2nd prize

…Please give me some strength to
express things that hurt me in a
calm, chill and loving way
without blaming others, simply
expressing my own feelings.
Olga Berovidou IGCSE 1- 3rd
Prize

I realized that patience solves
many problems and prevents
misunderstandings. So, I really
hope I can work on this skill and
get better before your departure.
Alina Georgiou IGCSE 3Honorary mention

…I want to be a better person, more
patient, because patience is like a gift.
Eleni Nearchou IGCSE 4-3rd prize
I want you to be the year that will change
everything bad. I love seeing people share love
for each other. I am afraid of haters and wars.
Evelina Michael IGCSE 2-3rd prize

I want you to help me stay calm in difficult
situations and develop more patience and
maturity.
Andreas Tziambos IGCSE 2- Honorary mention

Please help me calm down and be
patient when anger takes control over
me and help me take the initiative of
going places without someone
forcing me to do so.
Michalis Akritides IGCSE 1Honorary mention

I want to concentrate on the
stuff that matters most, and
these need patience, but most
importantly patience with the
right attitude.
Evros Tziambos IGCSE 2Honorary mention
Please help me have a positive
attitude while waiting and to
look at things positively.
Nikolas Evripidou IGCSE 1 Honorary mention
At the end of each year we all set goals
for the new year! But this year I will
change a little bit the “rules” and I will
set a goal… just one. To gain more
patience. In other words, to have the
ability to wait and to have the positive
attitude while waiting or learn to not
express negative thoughts to the people I
love.
Panagiotis Charalambous IGCSE 4Honorary mention

The only thing I am patient with is my
brother and my English lessons. I spent
15 years arguing with him, but we are
now just fine. And my English school is
the only thing that keeps me patient. Had
it not been for my teacher I would stop
these lessons. Nikos Efremides IGCSE 3Honorary mention

Please help me develop patience to push
negative ideas away and to deal calmly with
people who drive me crazy.
Despina Georgiou IGCSE 4- Honorary
mention

Patience for me is when you are ready
to start crying and give up in a sport
competition, but you collect all your
broken pieces and keep fighting,
because you have the ability to go one
step further away from that failure.
Angelina Christou IGCSE 3- Honorary
mention

I want to be happy and happiness
consists of many factors. A very
important one is patience.
Sarah-Maria Kyriakou IGCSE 2Honorary mention

SWB

_________________________* * * * * * * * * * ____________________________
……I want to succeed in my life. I want to reach my goals. My goals are my
dreams. I can’t achieve them, if I’m not patient. I face many obstacles every day
and I try to be patient by all means. My ability to push beyond my safe limits
without fear or failure. I need to always say ‘Yes, I can do this!’ and not leave
myself flopping…..
I really need to develop my patience, by talking calmly and listening to music.
Music is one of the best skills. It makes you feel comfortable and calm. I do
visualization practices through music. That helps me so much when I’m really
exhausted and tired of many things and people. I need to develop my ability not to
express negative thoughts to the people I love, but to wait until my mind clears up
and to keep smiling while I’m waiting.
With love and patience, nothing is impossible.
Alexandros Nicolaou SWB4 1st prize
_________________________* * * * * * * * * * ____________________________

Dear 2018,
This year I tried to improve one of the most important things that change our
lives, my patience. First of all, I need to have patience with myself. Sometimes I
become angry and demanding with myself when I don’t do well on a test for
example. Instead of that I can look at problems as opportunities for learning and selfdevelopment. I have to be patient with my family and my friends, not to express
negative thoughts to them, even if I am angry for some reason, and to keep smiling
while I am waiting. Be patient at school and with my teachers without blaming them
because something didn’t go well and just express things that hurt me in calm, loving
way, simply expressing my own feelings. Finally, I want to be patient with my
country and my world and to be grateful for the things I have and not for the things I
don’t have.
Generally though, I think that I am quite a patient person and I don’t lose my
patience easily. I am patient when I do my homework or when I study for a test
because I am organized, I manage my time and put things in order so that I can do
everything without getting anxious or annoyed. I am also patient with my best friend
because she is a very important person in my life and I don’t want to be angry with
her without a reason. If for some reason I become angry with her or if I don’t agree
with her, I let negative ideas come and go pushing them away as I breathe out and I
give her the chance to express her opinion before I say mine. I am also patient with
my brother when I help him in his homework because it’s his first year in
gymnasium and I understand that it is difficult for him because I also got through it
and it was a difficult beginning.
I’m not always patient. Sometimes I lose control like when I do a project on the
computer and at the spur of the moment it shuts down. I know that it’s not a reason
to lose your patience, but I can’t control it yet. Also, I lose my patience with my
teachers sometimes when they don’t give to us the opportunity to say our opinion
and when they aren’t fair with us. But I start counting mentally to avoid violent burst
outs and I try to speak calmly……Today I made a small improvement with my
patience and I am very happy for that. This week I had many tests, homework and
projects and I was very anxious, but I didn’t lose my patience, I developed time
management skills and I organized my time and fortunately I did it.
Love, friendship, family are vital for a person’s happiness and we need patience to
cherish all this love and warmth that exists in our lives…. I promise to you that I will
have the patience that is needed to achieve everything that I have in my mind.

Because as Bill Gates says: ‘’ Patience is a key element of success’’. Thank you,
2017, for everything and please, 2018, be as positive as your brother.
Nikoletta Simonidou, SWB 2nd prize.
__________________________________________________________________
This year, 2017, was difficult for me and my family. I hope that next year will be
better and I will be more patient. I want to be more patient with my friends, my
school and most of all with my family.
I always try to be patient with my friends. I try to listen to what they have to say, and
I pay a lot of attention to them. I am sometimes patient with my family as well,
because I don’t like fights and arguments in the family.
2017 took my uncle away. He died from cancer. Before that incident, when there
were disagreements between me, my mum and my brother, there was no end to it.
But now, after my uncle’s death, my mum, my grandma, my grandpa and my
cousins are weak and desperate. So now, I have understood that I have to help my
family, the people I love and to stand up again. I also have to remind them that this
is life, this is what God wanted and that he wouldn’t want us to cry.
I have noticed that years are passing by really fast. I have noticed that in life, many
unexpected and unwanted things happen, but we have to be strong to win
everything. And the last thing I have noticed is that in our life, the difficulties we
face make us stronger.
Christoforos Kyprianides SWB2, 2nd prize
_______________________________________________________________
My goals for 2018 regarding patience are to stop getting mad and annoyed by my
parents so much. Now that my brother is studying in England I’m the only one they
have left and most of the attention is on me. I have to understand that they want
what’s best for me and that they would do anything for me. That’s something I don’t
realize and take for granted especially when I get mad at them. Yet, I’ve improved
regarding this subject. I’ve realized that they see some things from a different angle
and because they’re experienced with some things they can give me very good
advice.
Something else I’m patient with is people. I always give people second chances!
Everyone is human, and everyone makes mistakes, but I can’t stand people who try
to take advantage of me.

I believe I’m pretty aware of when I get impatient or mean. Whenever this
happens I apologize to the person I was impatient with because I know that the
other person will appreciate it and forgive me. Although there are things I can
do to prevent myself from getting impatient and angry before it happens, and
someone gets hurt. People recommend counting to ten, but I’ve tried it and it
doesn’t help. What I recommend is just keeping silent and listening. I believe
that this is the best method. This way you’re going to listen why the other
person is mad or look at things from a different perspective.
Constantinos Filippou SWB2, 2nd prize
______________________________________________________________________________

It would not be right if I did not mention some bad things about my patience. I
want to make some changes the New Year and by that I mean that I want to be
more patient with school and homework. You know that school is so
demanding. So, I want to be more optimistic and try to see things from the
bright side. To let negative ideas come and go pushing them away as I breathe
out I know that it will not be easy but I never give up and I always give my best
whatever it is, so I think that I can do it. Also to be more organized. To organize
my life and my schedule so I’ll have time to do everything. In addition to be
more patience and to understand that I can’t do everything but to say that “I’ll
try and whatever it takes”.
As I mentioned before I did some small improvements with many things, like I
practiced my ability to keep silent and smiling and give people chances when I
want to scream and run away. My ability to push beyond my safe limits
without fear of failure. My ability not to express negative thoughts to the
people I love, but to wait until my mind clears up.
That’s all for now! I hope that my letter was not too long! In conclusion I must
admit that when this letter is going to end I will feel much better than I started
writing it because I shared it with you… So thank you! You may not
understand why I say thank you but you will get your answer when you see the
girl I become during your presence. I can’t wait to see you!!! Bye for now 2018
we will meet up soon
Love Avgousta Ioannou, SWB2 2nd prize

________________________________________________________________
My definition of patience is being able to control yourself and your feelings,
before you burst out and get angry or hurt. My goals for next year are: To
speak calmly when things get difficult, to let negative ideas and thoughts come
out because I get anxious really easily, to manage my time better so I can be
able to complete the things I have to do. But my ultimate goal is to be
organized. My room is always untidy and sometimes I get lost in the sea of
things and stuff around my room. If you, 2018 can help me be better in these
areas then I would appreciate it a lot.
Yet, there are many things that I do well. One of them is being patient in class.
When I want to say something, I raise my hand and wait until the teacher lets
me speak. I am also patient with homework. I always have a plan on what
things to do first. Another thing that I am patient is with my friends, even
though it is a bit difficult.
However, I have a lot of down points which I need to improve and so I can
help myself. One of these things is being patient with my siblings. I find it very
hard to live in a big family with a smaller brother and a little sister. I
sometimes get angry with them just because they annoy me. One more thing
that I need to improve is my patience in the road. You know, here in Cyprus
there are a lot of bad drivers like guys that run fast, and the elders that go very
slow. When I am behind an old person I get angry because he goes so slow that
I will be late. Also as I said before, my biggest down point is that I am not
organized at all.
Yiannis Pampakerides, SWB2 2nd prize

……Being patient is one of the most
difficult goals to achieve, especially
v
for a person like me
who is
impatient. Waiting to get what I
want, was never my strong spot, but
trying to change that is the least I
can do.
I believe that since last year, I have
been improved in talking with
people in a calm way most of the
times, but I still need to work on it.
So please 2018, be gentle and nice to
me, while I’ll try to achieve one of
my biggest goals, being patient.
Stefani Ioannou SWB4, 2nd prize

…..Patience is the ability not to express
negative thoughts to the people you love,
but to wait until your mind clears up. As
a result of not following this specific
rule, I’ve hurt a lot of people who are
important to me without even realizing
it. The last thing I want to do is to give
people chances and keep silent when I
want to scream.
Sometimes I can be patient, like if a
friend has a problem, I can sit and wait
for hours with him, until he is OK. Today
my brother asked me to help him with
his math homework. I usually scream at
him, because after explaining for a 100
times, he keeps not understanding a
thing. But today, I tried to be calm and I
made it and that is only the beginning.
Vladimiros Prokopiev SWB4, 3rd prize

________________________________________________________________
I also have to tell you that since the day Mrs. Xenia talked to us about the
subject of patience, I have noticed small improvements because I tried a few tips
that she wrote for us on a handout and I will give you an example of these
improvements right now. On Saturday I will have a birthday party and I have to
prepare a few things for this party (decoration of the place, my clothes and
shoes, food, drinks, etc.), so when I disagreed with something that my mother
told me I wanted to shout at her but I immediately remembered that lesson
about patience and all that skills I need to develop to be more patient and I
calmed down.
Anna Neophytou SWB2, 3rd prize

For me patience is the ability to wait
but to have a positive attitude while
waiting and to keep silent, smiling and
give people chances when I want to
scream and run away. So that’s what
I’m trying to do. What do I mean by
that? I mean that when someone
annoys me or doesn’t let me explain
myself, I take deep breaths, so I won’t
shout, I stop the conversation before I
get mad and I practice the art of
silence. But what happens when I’m
already beyond my limits and I want to
start screaming? That’s the hardest part
and we all know it! But somehow,
sometimes, I manage to stay relaxed,
discuss in a calm voice and also smile
while talking or, if nothing of all these
helps, I exercise to stretch and channel
anger into something creative.
Antria Solomou SWB1, Honorary
mention

I am not perfect! This year I made many
mistakes with my friend, my brother and
many other people. I promise that this
year I will be a good girl and I will be
more patient with people. For example,
with my brother, when he wants
something, and he doesn’t stop talking
about it.
Despina Constantinou SWB1, Honorary
mention

Besides my efforts to be patient, I
have made a lot of bad things that I
hurt many people and I must surely
not do them again. First of all, I’m
not patient with my brother and we
fight all the time because I can’t
stand his behavior. I am also very
very impatient with surprises
because I can’t wait…and also with
food. When I’m hungry I can do
NOTHING! I must work more with
my patience that’s why I want you
to help me…
Well, I made some small
improvements from other years…
For example, my teacher of ancient
greek in school, makes me all the
time angry and she is being ironic
with me all the time without a
reason… I want to fight with her
but because she is a teacher I
respect her and that’s why I don’t
talk back to her. So, I just keep calm
and silent.
Georgia Michaelidou SWB2,
Honorary Mention

In 2018 I want first to stay calm when
someone told me something that I don’t
like and try not to get angry. I also want
to be more patient with my family and
not shout at them and start to
understand them. However I am not
always impatient. For example in
training I am very patient and I work
unstoppably and I give my 100%.....

The goals is that this year I want to
become more patient, with everything
that I do. I’m not the most patient person
that you will meet, am I?

The past month I made a small
improvement. I used to get back home
after the training and because I was tired
I was shouting to my family but the last
few days I stopped this and I am friendly
and calmly with my family.

Time to speak about the high points.
Sometimes I get really angry and to calm
myself I just sing my favourite song but
quietly. In fact, I might put on my
headphones, so no one can interrupt me.
If that doesn’t work, I punch the wall or
my closet or even a random piece of wood
outside my house. It is painful for sure
but, because my adrenaline is really high
I don’t feel pain. I don’t know if it’s a
good way to relax but it works for me.

Stavros Michailidis SWB2, Honorary

Stratos Lemonos SWB3, Honorary mention

Mention

Despite the low points 2017 brought, it has
taught me to be more patient. As the year went
by, the days got better. My patience is something
I will work on to perfection. I have definitely
improved. I used to get really mad when people
were late, but I’ve learned to occupy myself and
convince myself that there is a reason and I try
to stay calm. I’ve also found myself not
panicking in stressful situations that are out of
my control. I always seem to find a way to put
my mind at ease, something unknown to the old
me. Maybe it has to do with faith, maybe I’m just
more optimistic but I’ll blame it on patience for
the sake of this letter.
Mariam Haiba SWB3, Honorary Mention

Patience and I are good friends in
some things in life. If we take for
example my mother, I have a lot of
patience with her when she starts
the usual discussion about life’s
advice. Another thing that I have
patience with is listening to the
endless problems of my friends.
Myria Kyriakou SWB3, Honorary
mention

SWA

Dear 2018,
Hi. How are you holding up? I assume you’re getting ready for your big entrance. Well,
you must be wondering why I’m writing to you. I mean, you don’t even exist yet… So, I’m
writing this letter because, since you are going to show up soon, as the new year, I feel the need
to talk to you, to tell you some things about me, my wishes, my goals. And if I don’t tell you these
things now, then it’ll be too late. Believe me, your job isn’t easy. The thing though, is that, as
much as I want to believe that this letter is for you, deep down I know that the things that I’m
about to say, are written especially for me. I need to hear them, more than you, but since it’s less
weird and easier to write them down in a letter instead of talking to myself like an idiot, let’s
pretend that you’re listening to me (I really hope you do).
Every year, people set goals, thousands of them. But they rarely accomplish them, or even
try to. So, this year my goal is to reach my goal. I know it sounds crazy and weird, but if you
think about it, it makes sense. I want to do better, be better, every day for the rest of my life.
That’s why, I’ve decided that every year I’m going to improve myself, on certain aspects. For
example, this year I’m going to work on patience. Every day I will be trying on it. Patience, such
as every other virtue in life, needs work, time and experience. It may take years or even a lifetime
for you to achieve it, but if you do one step at a time, then improvement will be visible to you,
but also the people around you. But what is patience?
There are infinite things that can describe patience. Patience is the ability to wait, but to
have a positive attitude while waiting, to look at things from a different perspective and not to
lose control, to look at problems as opportunities for learning and self-development. I can keep
writing and write a book, but I don’t think anybody wants that. The definition of patience for
every person is different. Patience comes with experience and difficulties, but we don’t all have
the same ones. They make each one of us stronger. Each obstacle in life gives us qualities that
are going to form our life, our future and offer us happiness. But in order to find happiness,
we need to acknowledge our strong points, but also our flaws and our weaknesses, in order to
improve them.
As for the patience skills, I, myself have some that help me through difficult situations. In
my life, I try to push myself beyond my safe limits, without fear of failure, because if I don’t do
that, then I’ll be stuck with only what I know, not having the chance to meet what’s around me,
and I don’t want that. A whole world is waiting out there for me, new experiences, moments,
memories, and I’m ready to discover and unmask every last piece of them. For me, that’s living
up to my wishes and potentials.
Another skill I have is my ability to say I’m not there yet, but I’m closer than I was yesterday.
It’s what I have already said before. “One step at a time”. It’s impossible to change your lives in
one day. Change and improvement come along with time. What I have said so far, are the things
that I do right with patience, but dear new year, the reason I’m unfolding my thoughts and
feelings, isn’t for you to listen to what I’m good at, but to help me with what I do wrong, with
things that I need to change.
First of all, I find it quite hard to have a positive attitude while waiting. When I think of
something, if it’s important for me, I usually want it that exact moment, and when I don’t get it,
I get angry and sometimes rude. That’s bad and annoying not only for me, but also for the people
around me. One of my other flaws, is that when I have a serious problem, stress and despair fill
me, instead of just look at problems as learning machines.

However, with every problem comes a great solution that is going to solve many others in
the future. I guess as I grow up, I’ll understand that better. Also, time management skills
are something that I need to improve, because sometimes this really breaks my nerves. I
always put up my liabilities for later and when the time that they need to be finished comes,
I have so many things that need to be done fast, resulting in me being exhausted, bored,
and desperate. And I know that if I try to be a little more organized with my time, I’ll also
have free time to do whatever I want, but I still don’t do it. That’s why I wish that you will
give me the strength and motivation needed to change these things into something better
when you come…
I have to say though, that these days, I’ve noticed some improvements and I think that
if I write them down and read them every now and then, this can be a good way of
motivating myself in not giving up. Yesterday, I had a fight with my mother because she
didn’t let me spend the night with my friend.
Firstly, I did get angry and shouted, but then I went to my room, closed the door and waited
there until my anger faded away. Then, I asked myself a bunch of questions like, “Was the
incident that happened tonight so tragic, or am I actually overreacting? My mom got
exhausted at work today. Would it be better if I let this one go without saying things that
I’ll later regret? I mean, I can see my friends tomorrow, it’s not a big deal”.
And all the answers to these questions made me realize that one disagreement isn’t worth
of making me and my parents get angry at each other. They were just tired and didn’t have
the energy to drive me to my friend’s house and then again pick me up. So, for the first
time in a while, I put myself in their shoes, I went to their room, sat beside them and
watched a fantastic comedy together. We laughed and without saying anything, we had a
great family night together, something we don’t do very often. So, it turned out, that me
not visiting my friend, gave me the chance to bond with my family. A problem became an
opportunity, just by changing my mood and adapting to what I have, not what I want…
Well, dear new year, as this letter came to its end, I have realized that you are indeed
a good audience. You may have not realized that, but writing to you gave me the chance
to go over my goals and wishes, my abilities and disabilities. As you have realized, my
biggest goal for this year is patience. My goal is far, far away from me. I can’t even see it
coming from far away, but with a little hope, and your help of course, I know that I’ll make
a step forward to what is right for me and one day I may reach the end of it. But for now,
I truly wish you and me a happy, full of patience 2018…
Sincerely yours,
Christos
P.S: Now I have to be patient until 2018 is here, or better until you’re here. Oh God…

Christos Metaxas, SWA1+ 1st prize

Dear New Year 2018,
I know we haven’t met yet, but I am really looking forward to meeting you very soon. I am
really impatient and want you to come as soon as possible. However, if there is one thing that I
have learnt from your brother, 2017, is that all good things come to those who wait.
I know I have to be as patient as it gets, something I lacked a bit this year.
Both 2017 and I hit it off really well. To start with, it was a roller coaster ride with some
amazing parties to celebrate his coming, with lots of food, dance and music.
I did have some issues with a few things this year though. One of them being my patience
mainly with myself. School and learning began to get a little more intense; my violin, singing
performances and exams have become more frequent.
Another thing that I had issues with, was my patience with my parents. I was always extremely
tired and I almost didn’t have any patience with my family. I feel very bad, because I could
have had an argument with them for nothing and seconds later, I felt very guilty. Also, most of
the times, they were telling me something I did wrong and at the spur of the moment, I
attacked them yelling as loud as I could. But over the time, I think I have managed to get rid of
this kind of lack of patience and I don’t have arguments with my parents that often any more.
I had many performances which took a lot out of me. My ability to wait and have a positive
attitude while waiting to perform things right, really helped. There were times when I wanted
to scream and give things up and run. However, my ability to look at things from a different
perspective and not lose control, has kept me going.
Thankfully, I didn’t have serious patience issues with my friends, but sometimes they got on
my nerves. When they did something that I didn’t like, I tried not to lose my patience as hard
as I could but when I got home, I spit out everything to my parents. They helped me with my
problems and eventually, I was OK with my friends.
Christmas is now getting closer and once again my patience is running thin, I have so many
exams and tests and I really have anxiety to the point where I want to throw everything and
give up again. I will try to be more patient with studying and I will finally make it out of this
chaos. When will I be able to get this patience issue under control? I hope you, New Year
2018, will be a little bit different than the previous one and have a solution for my patience
problem to offer me. I must admit that I have learnt to be more patient with myself, my friends
and family and the ability for me to say ‘I am not there yet, but am closer than last year’ has
helped a great deal. But I need to be more patient because my patience is not that big and
maybe I can start counting mentally to avoid outbursts, or hum my favourite tune to avoid a
tantrum attack.. I guess though that all my wishes will come with patience
So, raise your glasses to a good year 2017! Looking forward to you, oh dear 2018! Looking
forward to you, with great patience for which I am truly practicing.
Yours truly,

Lucas Demetriou, SWA1+ 1st prize

Dear 2018,
What’s up? I hope you’ll be better than 2017, even though it wasn’t that bad. This year, was the
year of changes for me… I’ve lost some friends, made some new ones and now, I am going to move
to in another house. I hope that you will be the year of adjustment and improvement for me. As
every year, that another friend of yours comes along, I set new goals and new expectations for
myself. Now, that it’s your time on the spotlight, I think I shall tell you some of my goals.
First things first, I’d really like to improve my eating habits, eat healthier and work out more. I
really hope to accomplish that. Also, I want to try and do better things for the people around me
and try to make them happy instead of hurting them. I would also like to find something and be
very passionate about it and work hard.
I need to also improve my patience, because I am really not good at keeping my nerves under
control. I’d like to practice the art of silence and whenever I’m in an intense situation, to speak
calmly.
Some other things I can also do to make my 2018 better, is start developing time management
skills, be present and live in the moment and also let negative ideas and negative auras come and go
without paying attention to them. These are my goals for you, buddy. I hope 2018 will be the best
one yet!
Natalia Tsolaki SWA1+ - 2nd prize
Dear 2018,
Here we go again. I've been in this position all too many times, haven't I? Now that I think about it,
though, haven't we all? Every year is the same; loads of goals but no progress in achieving them. So
this year, instead of me being overwhelmed with all the different kind of goals, I decided to just set
one goal and go from there. For this year, I want to become more patient; with myself, my abilities
and with others. I hope you help me on this one.
Let's start with the high-points, shall we? First of all, I practice the art of silence a lot and I don't
want to brag, but I'm pretty good at it. I think the fact that most of the time I speak in a fairly calm
way helps too. What also helps me is humming a musical tune, especially whenever I wait to
receive or buy something, I like to take my mind off the struggle that is waiting by singing my
favorite song, quietly of course. I like to think that I am indeed very organized as well. Not only
with my notebooks and stuff, but also with my time. Call it time management skills if you want.
But I mean, I'm not perfect; no one is in fact. So just like everyone else, I have my faults with
patience and these are the points I need to work on. The worst one is the fact that sometimes I let
negative thoughts overtake me and that makes me have either a break down, or I just lose control. I
think the solution to this problem might be like counting mentally and being positive, what do you
think? Another point that is equally as bad, is that I can't express negative feelings in a positive way,
if that makes sense. Like when something annoys me, I can't explain it in a calm, loving way; I just
burst out.
Either way, with all the good and bad points, I have actually noticed a few improvements lately,
though I still believe I can do better. For example, this past week I have been exercising more and it
has really helped me. It's like I see the world from a different perspective in a way. Also, the fact
that I have been really going out and trying new things without the fear of failing, has made me
more open-minded and helped me find ways to fix my flaws.
Overall, these are the points I need to perfect. Please be gentle with me and help me achieve my one
and only goal. That's all I'm asking for.
Vasiliki Antoniou, SWA1+ 2nd prize

Dear 2018,
You must think I’m crazy. Writing a letter to a year? But, as I always say «All the
best people are crazy.» I want to write you this letter because I want to clear my
head and change. I want a new beginning, but not all the «New Years» are new
beginnings. Some are, but not in a good way. So, dear New Year, get ready to read
a letter from a madman.
I have to admit, I’m not the same person I was a year ago. I guess i never am and I
bet I won’t be the same person in a year.
About that new beginning? Well, I want to become more patient, because if I
continue being impatient like this, I will possibly kill someone. And don’t worry. I
am capable. I also want to fight for stuff more because I think I give up pretty
easily. I am afraid of failure I guess. Another thing, I feel, well scratch that. I
KNOW I need to practice the art of silence because out of music and drawing this
art is more important than both. Plus I think I got on Mrs.Xenia’s nerves, because I
keep cutting her off at class for REALLY dumb reasons. Even though I am extremely
silent at home and school. Oh, and next time in class I want to visualize stuff
without sleeping, because it’s a hard task, you know. Last time I tried that, my
teacher woke me up in class shaking me telling me that I fell asleep. Weird thing,
though? I dreamed that class was finished and I went home! Next thing I knew, I
had detention for sleeping in class. Great, isn’t it?
That’s the new beginning I want. You better give me that, because we are going to
have a hard time, hun.
Mariza Leventi, SWA1+ 2nd prize

Let’s start with my highpoints. First of all, I’m patient with my brother, and to
me that’s something I’m really proud. It’s not easy, but I’ll look crazy if I’ll start
arguing with a 7-year-old. Also, I believe that I’m organized, especially in
school. I always plan the time I need to study even though sometimes; a little
thing goes wrong and it ruins everything.
Now it’s time for all the low points. They’re probably millions but I’ll think and
write the most important ones. First, I’m not even close to being patient when it
comes to annoying people or when I’m arguing with someone. For example,
when I’m arguing with someone at some point I’ll suddenly stop and think
“why am I wasting my time on something that isn’t worth my time?” then my
inner voice will jump out of nowhere and say “that doesn’t matter! Continue
arguing and waste your time!” and that’s how it goes. Also, I always tend to
speak before I think and always end up regretting things I said.
Victoria Balabanidou, SWA4, 2nd prize

All the previous years I used to set a lot of goals but this year my target is only
one: to be more patient within all the things so I can achieve it. My goal is this,
because patience can take you places. When you can wait, you look at
problems as opportunities to learn and be optimistic that everything is going to
be better.
Styliana Orthodoxou, SWA4 2nd prize

….Concluding, dear 2018, I have to say
that I will put a lot of effort in order to be
a better person and also, I will try to see
my life differently with patience in it. The
more patient you are, the better you
become, because with patience you learn
to love others and help yourself. 2018, I
am closer to you, you must wait for me
with a big smile and a big hug. I am
ready. Are you ready for me?
Chloe Christou, SWA1+ 3rd prize

…..What I want from you is to
give me a chance to learn
something new every day. I
would like you to be the year
that I will make a lot of
memories with the people that
I love…
Constantina Nikia, SWA1+
Honorary Mention
This year I believe I’m trying
new things I help me with my
patience, for example, I think
before I speak, and I speak
kindly. I believe that this year I
will achieve my goals. Thank
you for taking the time to read
my letter and I’ll see you soon.
Alexandra
Tounia,
Honorary Mention

SWA4

……Ok so, during the time of this
year, I’m going to try being more
patient with my family, when it
comes to arguments, disagreements
or when I’m tired. I’ve already
shown signs of patience, because I’ve
been trying to start working on the
patience goals. Until now, I’ve
managed to be patient with my mom
and school, so yeah, I feel like
making some progress!
Elias Liasidis, SWA1+ 3rd prize

……Sometimes I really want to slap them.
Like on Saturday, remember I told you that I
was going to hang out with my friends?
Well I did and there was another group of
friends that broke a crib in a public park for
kids with special needs and they were
laughing, they didn’t even feel sorry. Can
you believe it? That was one of the times I
wanted to slap someone….
….Something that I have to work on, is the
fact that I lose control easily in an argument
resulting in making things worse.
Georgia Hadjimichael, SWA1+ Honorary
Mention

Dear 2018,
Patience is a difficult mental challenge
in my opinion and that was what I was
trying to master and achieve. I worked
really hard on the ability to look at
things from a different perspective and
not lose control and also, I achieved to
master the art of silence. This new year
I want to become a master who has
more patience with his parents, his
friends and the people I love.

Compared to the previous years I have
achieved not to shout a lot or speak too
loudly when I lose my patience. Now, I
prefer to talk and discuss my problems
instead of overreacting and raise my
tone; something that led to more
problems and disagreements.
Alexandros Christofi, SWA4 Honorary
Mention

Constantinos Christofi, SWA4 Honorary Patience helps me recognize my mistakes
without trying to defend myself for no reason.
Mention
The only way to help my self is to focus on my
I’m happy with myself. I was kind and
aims. I have noticed some improvement in
patient with my family and friends and
myself this year. I have learned to be quiet,
I tried to keep my silence when
concentrated and grateful.
something went wrong.
Theo Theodorou, SWA4 Honorary Mention
George Demetriou, SWA4 Honorary
Mention

I have to practice the art of silence. I
have to speak calmly to all people. Also,
the last thing I have to develop to
achieve my goal is to develop time
management skills.

This year I must aim for higher goals. For
example, to be a better student at school, to
visit some places that I want to. I would like
my character to change to the better and my
patience too.

Alexandros Manoli, SWA4 Honorary
Mention

Paraskevi Christofi, SWA4 Honorary Mention

My goal for this year is to control my
patience and more specifically in football
games. For example, not to lose my
patience when I shout and don’t score,
and I should try until I succeed my target.
Antonis Nikodemou, SWA4 Honorary
Mention

So, after a lot of time of thinking I decided
that when I’m angry and impatient I need
to calm down and think twice about the
situation and look at things from a
different perspective and not to lose
control.
Andreas Georgiou, SWA4
Mention

To improve my patience, I have to be
more careful. Also, I decided that when
things get out of control I need to calm
down and think twice about the
situation. It has made me more openminded and helped me find ways to fix
my flaws.
Pantelis Theodorou, SWA4 Honorary
Mention

Honorary

Firstly, I have very high ambitions for this year and I hope you’ll help me, making
me a better person through difficult situations that you’ll bring in my life. I want
you though to help me have more patience this year than last year, during which I
was very impatient and that was not good for me and the people around me.
So, this year, I think you’ll be my friend and co-leader through this journey, till the
next one comes. I always want you here with me; whenever I do something wrong,
to help me do it right.
Nikolas Fournaris, SWA1+ Honorary Mention

…I have to work on patience. I can’t
stay silent, I always want to talk and tell
my opinion. My goals for this year are
to be silent in some moments, wait until
people finish what they are saying to
me and try not to hurt people.
…
Something good is that I don’t express
bad thoughts to the people I love, I don’t
even think about bad things. I always
have a smile on my lips. I also like
trying new things, but if you want the
truth I am scared of failure. And who
isn’t?
Mikaella Hadjisavva, SWA1+ Honorary
Mention

I want this year to come and bring me

whatever the previous year didn’t. I
want to be able to express my negative
feelings and whatever hurt me calmly
because I know I can do it. I want to be
able to be present in the moment
because a new year always comes with
new opportunities.
Fay Kostara SWA3, Honorary Mention

What I want this year is to be more
consistent with my obligations. I also
want to be more organized and let
negative ideas go away as I breath out.
I want to face all my problems with
more patience.
Nadia Kostara SWA3 – Honorary
Mention

….I’m going to try to be as kind as I can. I will have more patience and I will smile more.
I will see things more positively and I will be able to control my anger. I’ll make it! I’m
going to try to watch less of ‘The Vampire Diaries Series’ and I’ll get out with my friends
and enjoy every single moment. I’ll make it! I will be more organized, and I’ll try to be
better and better at my schoolwork. I’ll make it! I will help the people I love, and I’ll be
next to them in every situation. I’LL MAKE IT!
Maria Christina, SWA1+ Honorary Mention

STC

2018… A new year, a new start, a new beginning! A new dark room. But you
know that dark rooms are not necessarily empty! In darkness we can find all
things that can be found in “light” too! On New Year’s Day, all people including
me, set high goals and try to get better and better every day. But do we really put
those goals into action?... Let’s try to start our new year with the little things that
will really improve us. For instance, patience! A small word but with a huge
meaning and importance. Not all, people have it… but we can all acquire it!
I am proud that I can organize my program and of course, myself! Call it time
management skills if you want. Also, the fact that I can listen to others calmly
shows a lot of patience! It’s very important to discuss, take into consideration and
learn from the things that your friend or even your teachers tell you! And trust
me, that’s not easy and I’m happy that I do it!
But I mean, I’m not perfect and no one is in fact. I have my faults with patience, I
do things wrong and I have some points that I need to work on. For example, I
sometimes allow my negative bad thoughts to overtake me. I need to fight with
them, not let them push me down and learn to control myself in tough situations!
I must also look at problems as opportunities for learning and self-development
and smile while giving people chances when I want to scream and run away!
This year I set the goal to have more patience and getting better every single
day! It will really help me achieve that if I have an inner conversation with
myself and shake hands with all my bad, low points! Because to control myself I
have to acknowledge my faults and mistakes! And if I achieve that, things will be
more positive, and the dark room of 2018 will transform into a light, joyful room
with many new treasures. Life will be worthy with a purpose to try every day.
What I want to say is that if we develop our patience our lives will change
completely!
I reckon that 2018 will be a huge ocean. And as we know, oceans are sometimes
beautiful and calm but some other times they have big, aggressive scary waves.
But if we have patience the enormous waves will become smaller and calmer. So,
let’s all improve ourselves, our patience… as we always have in mind that a dark
room is not always empty!
Styliani Kaimakami STC7+, 1st prize

Dear 2018,
Usually when I am about to lose my patience I just think that it is not worth it
to just burst out because I lose myself at those moments of rage.
For example, at the start of the year I was always angry and I would never
think before I acted, something that got me in a lot of trouble and sometimes it
even affected me at school which I really regret, but lately I don’t let it affect
me in any way possible, something that I really like.
Love,
Vangelis Mitrolios STC1+, 2nd prize
Sometimes, to help myself from getting impatient to patient, I have an inner
conversation with myself. I’ve also been exercising a lot lately and it has really
helped me. I hum a musical tune not to loud and it helps. Last but definitely not
least, I try to practice the art of silence. The past few weeks, I’ve seen a small
improvement on my patience. In my school, when I had a test, I was studying
calmly without getting frustrated. Another improvement is that I didn’t shout
to my family and friends. So that’s it! I can’t wait for the New Year’s Eve to
come! Till then, I will talk to you soon.
Malvina Kleopa STC3, 3rd prize
I also want to tell you about my
patience. You know the word
“patience” is an unknown word for
me. My patience from 1 to 10 is 2 or
maybe 1. I must try being more
patient with my family and my
friends. I also must stop talking back
to my parents. They love me so much
and I hurt them.
Nefeli Kombou STC7+, 3rd prize

Even though I cannot control my
patience sometimes, I am still trying to
improve a lot. When someone is yelling
at me I just take deep breaths and I try
to remain in my calm place with a fake
smile. Also, I am getting really good at
the art of silence, even with my brother.
That’s amazing!
Alexandros Kyriacou STC7+, 3rd prize

One of the many ways to accomplish those goals is to live in the present
without worrying what tomorrow is waiting for me.
Stella Koundourou STC7+, 3rd prize
Dear 2018,
Here we go again. I’ve been in this position too many times before, haven’t I? Don’t
get me wrong, 2017 had its star moments. But if I were to be honest there were
some really hard lessons I had to learn and challenges I needed to overcome.
Sometimes I handled them well, sometimes I didn’t. I’d like to start off by making a
few promises. We’ve only just met, and I know there will be periods of adjustment.
I’m sure you will be a dedicated teacher, giving me plenty of chances to try again.
Looking forward to the next 365 days.
Gerasimos Pitsillos, STC Honourary mention

I’ve improved myself really well. There
are a lot of examples, but I will say one.
First of all, I used to give up on my
goals, but now I don’t give up on
something no matter how hard it is.
Overall, these are the points I need to
perfect. I made it through 2017, now
you’re coming soon. Please help me
achieve my one and only goal. That’s
what I’m asking for!
Sofia Fylactou STC1+, Honorary
mention

Well, patience to me is a “skill” that I
must improve. Because it’s something
that helps me in life! I am a little
patient in my every day life. Well, it’s
not my best skill, but at least I try.
Rafael Aggeli STC7+, Honorary
mention

For me patience is being conscious of
what I am doing when I am angry. To
avoid getting out of control.
Andrew Kyriakou STC7+, Honorary
mention

“If you are afraid to fail you are afraid
to try.” Here we go with my highest
goal. I’ve been in this position a
million times. Everyone sees my
exterior self, they don’t really know
me. I don’t even know me. I can’t
really find myself until I am patient.

I want the world to be in peace. I want
people to love each other. I want
racism to stop. I don’t understand why
people are racists. We are all the same.
I don’t think people can change but I
will wait for better days because there
is still hope.

Despina Andreou, STC3, Honorary
mention

Constantinos Pittalis STC2+ Honorary
mention

Dear 2018,

What patience is to me is to be able to
wait in a calm way. Sometimes I am not
patient because I don’t wait for things to
happen or I don’t pay attention in class.
Luckily this rarely happens now because
I try to calm down and think before I
react.

Here we go again… the time when
you must come is finally here! New
year! New beginning! New minds!
New results! Patience for me is the
ability to look at things from a
different perspective and not to lose
control. My wish and goal for the
new year is to let negative ideas come
and push them away as I breathe out.

Demos Neocleous STC5 – Honorary
Mention

Iasonas Kyprianides STC3, Honorary
Mention

STB

Dear 2018,
The feeling of the entrance of the new year is lovely. I haven’t met you 2018
but I’m so excited that I’m actually going to. I’m also a bit nervous because I
don’t know what to expect from you.
Patience is very important in my opinion. When you don’t have patience
believe me, things aren’t going to happen sooner than you think. My goals
for you 2018 are kind of a lot. First, is to get the best grades I can at school.
Second, is to show some improvement in dancing because dancing is totally
my life. Even though I practice ballet 12 hours a week I really need to
improve some things. Another goal of mine is to be more organized because
right now I’m definitely not.
A thing I do that shows I’m patient is that I am always calm when I’m with
my cute but naughty brother because if I weren’t I would just explode. I
sometimes get annoyed or upset when I fight with my friends, but I try to
stay as calm as possible because again if I weren’t my mind would be
burning.
A thing that helps me relax is music. I go crazy every time I listen to music, I
just love it! Pop songs relax me and make me so happy. As I said earlier,
dancing is my life. It cheers me up because through dancing I can express
my feelings.
These days when my mom or dad tells me something I did wrong, I don’t
talk back to them. I just listen patiently and try to be better.
So dear 2018, I hope you bring me love and joy. I can’t wait to meet you.
Andriana Kizi STB2+, 1st award

Dear 2018,

Dear 2018,

I ‘m so excited that you will visit us for a new To help myself when I’m impatient I
find a way to relax. Personally, I relax
and better year with no war or hunger.
when I listen to music or when I play
I’m not always impatient, sometimes I
the guitar. I have to admit that I have
overcome myself. Let me give some examples. made a lot of improvement regarding
When my stepdad was in hospital, I was
patience. For example, last year I
waiting calmly even though I was worried
couldn’t wait for different things but
about him. Also, when my mother was
now I find myself being more patient
pregnant I couldn’t wait to meet my new
and calm.
little brother.
Thasos Kyriakides STB2+, 3rd award
So, to help myself I write a diary. That’s why I
am getting better in being patient.
Thanks for listening to me! Loads of kisses
and love!
Themis Theodorou STB4, 2nd award

Dear 2018,
Patience is a special word for me.
Patience is a ‘thing’ that every person
must have. Do you have patience?
Well, I sometimes don’t. Once, when
my phone didn’t work I lost my
patience and I started hitting it.
However, I can be patient sometimes
especially when I am in the canteen
queue waiting for my turn to buy food.
Andria Papastavrou STB4, Honorary
mention

Dear 2018,
There are a lot of ways to show your
patience. A common one is to wait for
your turn to speak when you raise your
hand in class. Also, I am patient in the
car when we are stuck in traffic.
However, I sometimes fight with my
brother for little things and this is
something I should improve.
George Styllas STB2+, 3rd award

Dear 2018,
Two things I do to help myself are: first I stay silent and second I start counting to
avoid violent outbursts. Don’t you believe me? Well I did some good things. For
example, when my mom said, “go take your dog for a walk” at first I didn’t want
to but then I had an idea. I asked my friend to come with me and we had so much
fun.
Antreas Leventi STB4, Honorary mention
Dear 2018,
I can’t wait for you 2018. I can’t wait to
meet you. We have to be happy, haven’t
we? Not just because of all the presents
but because of the new start.
I will see you in a few days and I want
you to bring me some more patience, can
you?
Christoforos Kaimakamis STB1+ Honorary mention

Dear 2018,
I am impatient when I am sick because I
want to get well quickly. When I am
angry I go to my bedroom, I hit my
pillow, I listen to music and I play
videogames to help me relax.
Panos Aspri STB2+, Honorary mention

Dear 2018,
My goal for the new year is to become more patient. I always get nervous or
shout. When I am mad I cry without a special reason. However, I don’t want you
to think I am not patient at all. When we wait to get our tests back I am always
calm.
Spyroula Ioannou STB1+ - Honorary mention

STA

Dear 2018,
I can’t wait to meet you. I’m so
thrilled you will visit soon.
Patience is when you wait for
something without screaming or
crying. I have been waiting to get
a phone for 4 years without
complaining about it all the time.
Two things I do to help myself
are to speak to my parents or
sing a song. So don’t you believe
me? Well I did some good things,
for example I became best
friends with a disabled girl.
See you soon!
Xenia Karakalou STA7, 1st prize

Dear 2018,
I can’t wait to meet you! In my opinion
2017 passed by like a flash!
First of all let me tell you what patience
is to me. Patience to me is important
because you can’t shout at everyone all
the time. My goals for the new year are
to be more organised to help my parents
more and to help more people as well.
Don’t you believe me? I did some good
things. For example, I was determined
and never gave up when things got
difficult.
Natalia Georgiou STA3+, 1st prize

Dear 2018,
For me patience is a big part of our lives. When you are patient you will
have friends. My goals are a lot but the goal that I want to succeed in is to be
patient with my homework and to do it more carefully. My other goal is to
be a better goal keeper.
When I lose my patience, I sing a song or I count my books on my bookshelf.
If you don’t believe me I did some good things. I shared my apple with my
friend because he was hungry.
Neophytos Pampakerides STA3+, 2nd prize

Dear 2018,
Hello! 2018! My name is John and I am a handsome little boy. I’m so excited that
you will visit soon and I can’t wait to meet you.
Many times I lose my patience. For example, I sometimes yell at my friends
because they don’t do what I tell them to do. I also sometimes yell at someone to
express my rage. But hey, at least I’m not the most impatient person in this world.
When I get impatient I usually stay silent or I sing a song.
So, don’t you believe me? Well I did some good things. For example, I improved
my composition writing, well at least I think I did.
John Antoniou SKTA3+, 2nd prize

Dear 2018,
If you don’t believe me I will tell you something that happened yesterday.
When my mom came into my messy room, she started shouting at me because I
had to clean it an hour earlier. I didn’t answer back because I had the patience
to keep my mouth closed. In the end, I tidied up my room and I gave my mom a
big kiss.
Stavros Stavrou STA4, 2nd prize

Dear 2018,
Hello dear 2018, I can’t wait anymore to meet you. Today I have some new
exciting things to tell you and I am going to write about patience.
Right now I will start with patience and then I am going to tell you about my
new goals. Patience to me is to be patient with my family and my friends. My
new goals for this year are my handwriting because I don’t write clearly and
my teacher Maria always reminds me of that. My second goal is to be better in
volleyball and my last goal is to be patient, because when you are patient you
can do all things better.

When I am not patient I sing a song and sometimes stay silent.
So, don’t you believe me? Well I did some good things for example when my dog
bit my friend and I didn’t shout at my dog.
Nikolas Diplaros SKTA3+, 3rd prize
Dear 2018,
Yes, I get angry easily and I sometimes
don’t have patience. However, I do
some things to help myself. Sometimes I
count to ten or I sing a song. I need to
stay calm because it will be great to
have more patience in my life.
Kalia Koulle STA2+, 3rd prize

Dear 2018,
Patience is the best thing. Without
patience you shout at everyone and later
you will be a bad person for many
people. I also want to tell you what goals
I have. My goals are to write better
dictation and to write better letters. All
my teachers tell me that.
Stavros Georgiou SKTA3+, 3rd prize

Dear 2018,
Two things I do to help myself are to
calm down when I’m angry and to try
not to show it. One example of
improvement is that now I calm down
when someone makes me angry.
Marco Panza STA1+ Honorary mention

Dear 2018,
One thing that I do to show that I’m
patient is when somebody calls me
names I just ignore him. Another
thing I do to stay patient is taking
deep breaths. The other thing is
counting down from ten.
Orestis Andreou STA1+, Honorary
mention

Dear 2018,
I think patience is the ability to count down before you blast off. My goals for the
new year are to be more helpful and kind. . I want to be myself without being
angry for no reason!
Evanthia Papanicolau STA2+, Honorary mention

Dear 2018,

Dear 2018,

‘Two things I do that show I am patient
are: I wait for my turn and I don’t get
angry when someone bothers me. But
sometimes I lose my patience.’

‘When something is not working I
have the patience to wait for it to
be fixed.’

Christiana Mina STA5, Honorary
mention

Anna Maria Michael STA5,
Honorary mention

TThank you dear SkyWalkers for your wise
words, your big heart, your love for your fellow
human beings and your never ending struggle to
improve yourselves!
Remember that XTMPI is your second family, now
and forever; a place to offer you education,
comfort, a place to push you and help you to
struggle, to go beyond your limits. We are here to
see you excel, both personally and professionally
simply because we care.
Xenia Tsolaki Metaxa

